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 Article 10 Traffic Code, Chapter 9-§0905-9 
 

Chapter 9-§0905-9.0.... Traffic Operation 

9-§0905-9.1...Stop When Traffic Obstructed 

 No driver shall enter an intersection or a marked crosswalk unless there is 

 sufficient space on the other side of the intersection or sidewalk to accommodate 

 the vehicle he is operating without obstructing the passage of other vehicles or 

 pedestrians, notwithstanding any traffic-control signal to proceed. (Maine 29A 

 §2057.10(A))  

9-§0905-9.2...Driving Through Funeral or other Procession  

 No driver of a vehicle shall drive between the vehicles comprising a funeral or 

 other authorized procession while they are in motion and when such vehicles are 

 conspicuously  designated as required in this Ordinance. This provision shall not 

 apply at intersections  where traffic is controlled by traffic control signals or 

 police officers.  

9-§0905-9.3...Boarding or Alighting from Vehicles 

  No person shall board or alight from any vehicle while such vehicle is in motion.  

9-§0905-9.4...Unlawful Riding  

 No person shall ride in any vehicle, upon any portion thereof not designed or 

 intended for the use of passengers. This provision shall not apply to any employee 

 engaged in the necessary discharge of a duty or to persons riding within truck 

 bodies in space intended for merchandise. (Maine 17A §211.1- Class D Crime) 

9-§0905-9.5…Emerging from a private driveway 

 The driver of a vehicle emerging from a private driveway, automobile service 

 station or building shall stop such vehicle immediately prior to driving onto the 

 sidewalk and upon entering the roadway shall yield the right-of-way to all 

 vehicles approaching on said  roadway (Maine Title 29A- §2053.4  Right-of-Way) 

 (Relocated from Miscellaneous)  

 

9-§0905-9.6…Motor Vehicles shall not be driven on the sidewalk or through private land 

 The driver of any motor vehicle shall not drive on any sidewalk area except at a 

 permanent or temporary driveway. No driver shall drive on any private land 
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 not belonging to him without having prior permission to do so.   

 (Relocated from Miscellaneous)  

 

9-§0905-9.7...Clinging to moving vehicles  

 Any person riding, clinging, or therefore being dragged upon any motorcycle, 

 coaster, sled, skis, toboggan, roller skates, skateboard, or any toy vehicle shall not 

 attach the same or him/herself to any moving vehicle upon any roadway. (Maine 

 29A §2063.4)  (Relocated from Miscellaneous) 

 

9-§0905-9.8…Crossing fire hose 

 No vehicle shall he driven over any unprotected hose of a Fire Department when 

 laid down on any street or private driveway, to be used at any fire or alarm of fire, 

 without the consent of the Fire Department official in command. If said person 

 damages firehose without obtaining consent shall be liable for restitution 

 plus fine. (Maine 29A §2065) (Relocated from Miscellaneous) 

 

9-§0905-9.9…Loud, unusual or unnecessary noise (Vehicle) 

 No person shall operate a motor vehicle upon any street or way, or in any other 

 place, so as to make a loud, unusual, unnecessary noise against the peace, quiet or 

 good order of the Town. (Maine 29A §2079-A, 29A §1903) (Relocated from   

 Miscellaneous) 

9-§0905-9.10..The transportation of rubbish, refuse, ashes and other waste material (Unsecured  

  Load) 

  No person shall operate or cause to be operated upon any public way a vehicle  

  with a  load, unless such load is fastened, secured, confined or loaded to prevent  

  any possibility, reasonably to be anticipated, or any portion of said load from  

  falling to the ground. The word "load” as used in this paragraph shall include, but  

  shall not be limited to, paper,  wood products, rubbish, refuse, ashes, garbage, or  

  other waste material. (Maine 29A §2396) (Relocated from Miscellaneous) 
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9-§0905-9.11..Unreasonable deposit of snow or ice  

 

  Whoever unreasonably deposits or drops snow or ice within the traveled way of  

  any highway, street, or roadway, or immediately adjacent to the travel-way, so as  

  to obstruct or potentially obstruct shoulders, ditches, culverts or catch basins,  

  within the Town of Paris, except upon the written authority of the municipal  

  officers, shall be punished by a fine of not more than fifty dollars ($50.00).  

  (Relocated from Miscellaneous) 

9-§0905-9.12..Littering from a Vehicle 

  A person may not throw, drop, deposit, discard, dump or otherwise dispose of  

  litter in any manner or amount.   

9-§0905-9.12..Penalties 

  Every person found guilty of a violation of any provision of this Ordinance  

  shall be punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars ($100.00)  

  and not less than fifty dollars ($50.00) for each offense;   

 §0905-9.1.………………………….…………………..……………….…………..$50.00

 §0905-9.2.………………………….…………………..……………….…………..$50.00 

 §0905-9.3….……………………….…………………..……………….…………..$50.00 

 §0905-9.4………………………………..…..…Maine Title 17A §211.1- Class D Crime 

 §0905-9.5………………………………………………….… Maine Title 29A- §2053.4

 §0905-9.6………………………………………………………………………........$50.00 

 §0905-9.7….…………..………………………….…………………. Maine 29A §2063.4 

 §0905-9.8……...………………………….………………..………………………$100.00 

 §0905-9.9   A…….…………………………………………………………….…...$ 50.00 

                 B………………….………….……..…….…..………..2
nd

 Offense….$ 75.00 

                     C…………………………………….………..……......3
rd

 Offense…$100.00 

 §0905-9.10 A…..……………………………………………………..….……..…..$ 50.00 

                  B…………………..……………….….…………….…2
nd

 Offense…$ 75.00 

                  C………..…………...…….…………….……….……3
rd

 Offense....$100.00 

 §0905-9.11.…………...………………..………………………..…………….…...$  50.00 

 §0905-9.12……………..………………..…………………………………………$100.00  


